TELEVISION

I do not know how much television you watch. I watch a lot less than I used to. The main reason I watch less is that there is less to watch. Many television services offer from 200 to 500 stations and there is hardly anything on any of them. They make things out of television today that we once would not allow discussed in private, let alone in public. Those are not the ones I am talking about.

I am talking about “regular television,” those programs that tell a story of what might be normal situations and lately many of them have a twist. What do I mean by a “twist?” They take a normal situation of life and work in an idea about dealing with it that does not conform to normal standards.

Once a program gets established they begin introducing social subjects that one was and should now be unacceptable. Choose almost any program you want, and you will find they introduce homosexuality as a “different life style,” that they show as perfectly acceptable. Reading the Bible on such subjects would do them a world of good. Lev. 18:22 says it is an “abomination.” Also read Rom. 1.

There was a time that lying was an exception. Now it is treated as something not only not objectionable, but acceptable under almost any circumstances and sometimes imperative. This is wrong! If one decided to lie to accomplish his personal goal in any situation, that is looked upon as acceptable. This has been going on for years.

Jesus said in John 8:44 of the devil, “for he is a liar, and the father thereof.” So those who lie are of the devil, but the devil has so many followers today, they seem to think nothing of lying.

I simply refuse to watch and support a program that has those low standards.
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